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Note to the facilitator
Please review the background information below before presenting the first slide.

Background
These customizable workshop materials were developed to help you introduce IFPMA’s DecisionMaking Framework (“DMF”) to your business. The DMF is a tool that helps identify key business
objectives, potential ethical issues, impacted stakeholders, and solutions that effectively balance
objectives and ethical considerations. The DMF is particularly valuable for innovative business models
that are tackling new issues and new ways of working that sometimes require navigating complex
decisions or ethically grey areas.
The DMF provides a Five-Phase approach to seamlessly integrate business objectives and ethical
considerations into day-to-day business decisions. The Framework is designed to:
Enable effective decision-making
Enhance and support proactive risk management
Integrate business objectives and ethical, legal, and compliance obligations into the decisionmaking process
Encourage ongoing business engagement and accountability
Foster a culture of integrity.
The workshop materials include an overview of the DMF and three interactive case studies to put
learnings into practice. The case studies cover the following topics: 1) Telemedicine, 2) Market
Development, and 3) Industry Associations (the third case study may be best suited for industry
associations rather than member companies). You may customize your workshop to include 1-3 of the
case studies depending on the time allotted for your workshop and your audience’s needs. You may
also wish to use one or more of the case studies for future sessions. Finally, rather than using the case
studies provided here, you may choose to use a real situation that your team is currently trying to
remedy, as this may be the most impactful way to bring the DMF to life.
Importantly, the DMF is not mandatory, does not and is not intended to constitute legal advice, and
does not replace internal decision-making procedures. The DMF should not be used by any company
to further any anti-competitive or collusive conduct, or to engage in other activities that could violate
any antitrust or competition law, regulation, rule, or directives of any country or otherwise impair full
and fair competition. The DMF is not a yes-no model. It is rather a supporting tool enabling more
effective, ethical decision-making and helps companies do what’s right. To view the complete set of
IFPMA DMF materials, click here.

Bolded prompts in blue throughout the Facilitator Guide denote instructions for the facilitator.

Workshop best practices
Limit Attendees: If possible, consider groups of 10 or fewer to facilitate discussion.
Set Expectations: Let colleagues know in advance that you encourage full participation and
want everyone to speak up and be heard!
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Encourage Video: If conducting the session virtually, ask all attendees to use video, if they
are comfortable, as it creates a more engaging meeting experience.

Virtual Engagement Tools: If conducting a virtual workshop, leverage video
conferencing features such as polling, chat, and whiteboard.
Follow Up: Within a day or two of the workshop, thank your attendees, provide a brief recap,
ask for candid feedback, and encourage use of the DMF. Consider whether to ask attendees to
formalize their commitment to using the DMF (e.g., including use of DMF in their goals and
objectives). Also, consider including the DMF as an attachment with your communication to
reinforce the key DMF principles. You may also choose to follow up in 3-6 months to evaluate
how attendees have put the DMF into practice and if it has had measurable business results.

Optional Surveys: Consider using a survey to capture feedback and to refine future
sessions. You may also wish to send out a survey prior to the session, with questions addressing
how the attendees make decisions, and then send out the same survey 3-6 months post-session
and measure the improvement.

Note to the facilitator
Display the title slide and introduce the session using the below talking points.
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Cover and contents slides

Talking points
As some of you may be aware, the International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers &
Associations, IFPMA, recently developed a Five-Phase Decision-Making Framework, grounded in the
IFPMA Ethos or value system, to help industry organizations make decisions that balance business
objectives and ethical considerations to meet patient needs and the expectations of the medical
community, society, and regulators.
As many of us have experienced first-hand, particularly as we work day-to-day to innovate and evolve
various business models, we are often faced with complexities and competing interests, and
sometimes the standards and laws governing our industry don’t specifically address the situations we
face. In these instances, we must be able to make decisions that effectively meet patient needs,
business objectives, societal expectations, and ethical considerations. The IFPMA Decision-Making
Framework, or “DMF,” is designed to help us do just that.
During today’s workshop, we will cover the following:
Why we can benefit from using the DMF
How the DMF advances innovative business models
A review of the Five-Phase Framework
Ethos in Action Guiding Questions
One or more interactive case studies, depending on time, to put our learnings into practice.
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Throughout today’s workshop, I encourage you to speak up, share ideas, and ask questions. If you are
not comfortable sharing in this forum, please reach out to me directly and we can set up time.
To get us started, I’d like you to consider a time when you made a good decision and another time
when you made a poor decision. What steps did you take, or not take, in each scenario?

Note to the facilitator
As the conversation progresses, record the responses using a table with two columns (“Good
Decision-Making and “Poor Decision-Making'), noting which elements or steps were present
when good decision-making occurred, and what elements or steps were present/not present
when poor decision-making occurred. You will likely observe that the participants will mention
the elements or steps that are mentioned in the DMF, and you can then refer to the points the
participants made later in the discussion.
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Slide 3: The Decision-Making Framework

Note to the facilitator
Bring up this section divider slide.
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Slide 4: Why use the IFPMA Decision-Making framework?

Note to the facilitator
Before showing this slide, ask the attendees if they recently worked or are currently working on
any innovative or complex projects where competing interests were at play, laws or policies
don’t exist, or if they have otherwise recently struggled with a business activity that lacked clear
guidance or presented ethical challenges. Ask them to share what obstacles they had to
navigate to determine a path forward. Ask them to consider whether they would have benefited
from guidance or a structured approach to make decisions in those circumstances. If so, what
might that guidance/approach look like?

Talking points
The biopharmaceutical industry bears an enormous responsibility to address patient needs, improve
societal well-being and public health, and advance scientific innovation. Our license to operate and
our ability to advance as an industry can only be realized when we have the public’s trust. The industry
earns and sustains that trust by engaging in fair, respectful, honest, and thoughtful business practices.
Of course, we know that we must comply with all relevant laws, regulations and policies that govern
our activities. That’s non-negotiable, and it is only the minimum standard we should consider. Given
our complex and ever-changing environment, there are times when guidance doesn’t exist, or the
rules of the road are not clear. Making a business decision under these circumstances is often
challenging. In these situations, we must be able to make business decisions responsibly, despite that
lack of clear guidance, while ensuring that we balance societal interests and business objectives.
The IFPMA Decision-Making Framework, or “DMF” provides a Five-Phase approach to seamlessly
integrate business objectives and ethical consideration into day-to-day business decisions. The
Framework:
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Enables effective decision-making, even when we are faced with ambiguous or novel
circumstances
Enhances and supports proactive risk management
Integrates compliance and ethical considerations
Encourages ongoing business engagement and accountability
Fosters a culture of integrity.
Decision-making that integrates business and ethics into day-to-day business activities bolsters patient
and public trust, which is essential for innovation and critical interactions with patients, HCPs, HCOs,
third parties, peer companies, the industry, and society.
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Slide 5: A Framework for Developing Innovative Models

Talking points
Our industry is evolving quickly to advance innovation and better serve patient needs. We need to
think ahead and prepare for new ways of working and meeting our commitment to society.
We know the risks we face today. For example, Anti-bribery/Anti-corruption, off-label promotion,
conflicts of interest, data privacy, money laundering, transparency requirements, trade association
interactions, antitrust, and competition. We don’t know, however, how these risks will change over
time, nor do we know what our future risks will be and how to navigate them.
In addition, our industry will be expected to evolve and make key contributions in areas such as
market access and development, digital healthcare solutions, patient assistance and support
programs, universal healthcare, and more. We will likely be navigating new territory without a
roadmap.
As risks evolve, and as the expectations of our industry advance, we will inevitably be required to make
decisions in the absence of clear rules, guidelines, or precedent, where the “right” thing to do may not
be easy to determine. Examples include:
Implementing new business practices and technologies to sell products
Managing new ways of communicating with HCPs and patients
Addressing conflicting obligations, including situations where more than one ethical obligation
may be at play
Addressing evolving stakeholder needs and expectations, such as changes to society’s
expectations of pharmaceutical companies or businesses/corporations in general
Business activities with elevated or unique risks for life sciences companies, including complex
promotional interactions where off-label promotion is a concern, financial relationships with
HCPs and other decision-makers, interactions with potential government officials, patient
privacy, and more.
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No matter the area or activity, we will benefit from a decision-making framework that provides a stepby-step approach to assess new and innovative business models and make decisions that are patientcentric and Ethos-based.

Note to the facilitator
Ask the attendees to again consider their recent projects that lacked clear guidance or
presented conflicting obligations. You may want to ask them to share their best practices to
address these situations. Observe whether they share any best practices that align to the FivePhase Framework which will be covered on the next few slides.
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Slide 6: The Decision-Making Framework

Talking points
To assist us with decision-making, IFPMA developed a Five-Phase process to navigate the decisionmaking flow. The Framework is rooted in IFPMA’s Ethos or value system and integrates ethical
considerations into the decision-making process.
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Slide 7: Ethos in Action Guiding questions

Talking points
Before we get to the Framework itself, let’s briefly dive a little deeper into the IFPMA Ethos. which is
based on four core values:

Care: We protect the safety of those who use our products – from the conduct of clinical trials
through the product lifecycle.

Fairness: We support and respect fair trade practices and open competition.
Respect: We respect all people and embrace a culture of diversity and inclusion. We protect
the environment and treat animals under our care responsibly.

Honesty: We ensure truthful and balanced communication with governmental authorities,
healthcare professionals, patients, and other stakeholders.
Our organization’s own value system is aligned to the IFPMA Ethos, and we can therefore leverage
and/or adapt the DMF to help us make decisions here.

Note to the facilitator
To create interaction, ask the participants to share the company’s own values. As a follow up
question, ask the audience to explain how the company’s values align to the IFPMA Ethos –
Care, Fairness, Respect, and Honesty.

You’ll notice that the Ethos in Action Guiding Questions here are designed to help us think about the
big picture. We need to consider a) what our moral obligations are to patients and to society, and b)
how we can appropriately and responsibly deliver on our business objectives in a way that honours
those moral obligations. For example,
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How do we play our part in helping solve societal challenges?
How do we ensure patients are first in everything we do?
What are the legitimate needs for patients, healthcare providers, and society that we intend to
meet?
How do we ensure that we move “as fast as we can, but as slow as we must”?
How do we ensure that we do what is right, even when no one is watching?
How do we design our processes to make it easier to do what’s right (and harder to do what’s
wrong)?
Through what measures do we hold ourselves and our partners accountable?
Through what measures do we ensure and display our appreciation of the value of diversity?
Implicit in IFPMA’s Ethos, and connected to all four values, is our ethical responsibility to be aware of
and address unconscious bias to reduce its influence on our business decisions and our ability to serve
all patients around the world. Biases can create “decision blind spots” leading to flawed and
sometimes unethical decisions without us realizing.
There are many types of unconscious bias that can manifest in the workplace. These can range from
stereotyping biases, such as gender or age, to cognitive biases that affect our decision-making, such
as status quo bias or groupthink. When it comes to ethical judgement, a particularly prevalent bias to
be aware of is moral blindness. This is our ability to conveniently overlook uncomfortable, unethical
truths when they contradict our own self-interest.
While it may not be possible to avoid biases altogether, there are techniques we can use to improve
our odds of making better, more ethical decisions. An effective strategy to reduce our susceptibility to
biased decision-making is to pause and reflect on why and how we’re making a decision, and to follow
a decision-making framework, like the IFPMA’s DMF.
For example, for the specific cognitive biases mentioned above, we can systematically ask ourselves:
Are we only seeing what we want to see? Is there contradictory information that we are ignoring
or too easily disregarding? (Moral blindness)
Are we opting to do something just because “it’s how it’s always been done?” (Status quo bias)
Are we making a decision just because we want to agree with the group? Are we afraid of
disagreeing? (Groupthink)
While we do not intend to explore unconscious bias in detail during this session, it is important to
ensure that we know what unconscious bias is and recognize we can all be prone to it affecting our
judgement.
When we integrate these guiding questions and considerations into our decision-making process for
discrete business activities or initiatives, we ensure that our values and business purpose are aligned.
This, in turn, helps us make sound decisions that meet our business objectives, patient needs, and
expectations of the medical community, society, and regulators.

Note to the facilitator
You may want to refer workshop attendees to your company’s internal resources relating to
unconscious bias, where appropriate.
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Slide 8: Decision-Making Flow Summary

Talking points
Now, let’s talk about the Five-Phase Framework.
IFPMA has come up with a Five-Phase Decision-Making Framework, or DMF. The DMF includes
guidance around key process steps and incorporates the Ethos-based questions for consideration at
each phase of the decision-making flow.

Phase 1. Identify and Evaluate
The questions in Phase 1 are designed to help us identify issues and evaluate the risks. Here we are
trying to determine the following:
What are the ethical issues, risks, or challenges to address?
What do laws, regulations, and our policies say that may inform our decision?
Is this an innovative or evolving area where policies or the law may be grey?
It is critically important in this phase to:
Assess the business rationale and purpose for conducting an activity
Evaluate whether the activity will address the stakeholder’s needs (e.g., HCPs, patients) and have
the desired impact
Identify challenges and whether additional information is needed to make an informed decision.
As we work through Phase 1, we must examine these issues in the context of our responsibility to a)
appropriately care for patients and prioritize legitimate patient needs, b) operate fairly and honestly to
earn societal trust and c) understand the potential impact of our decisions (whether on people,
animals, the environment, society at large) and address that impact responsibly and respectfully.
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Phase 2. Define Accountability and Responsibility
The goal in Phase 2 is to define accountabilities and responsibilities so that decisions can be made by
the appropriate parties with the appropriate inputs. The nature of the accountable party should match
the objective. In this phase, it’s important to consider cross-functional inputs and interdependencies.
By defining roles and responsibilities, decision-making will likely be faster, as it will be clear from the
onset who is doing what.

Phase 3. Determine and Decide
In Phase 3, we begin to evaluate potential solutions and make decisions around which solution meets
the need or resolves the issue while honouring our Ethos.

Phase 4. Execute and Implement
In Phase 4, we focus on executing and implementing our activities in an appropriate manner. We must
adhere to all laws, regulations, codes, and procedures – that’s a given. How we get things done is as
important as what we get one. Throughout the execution and implementation phase, we must
continue to assess whether our activities are the right thing to do, whether they will be perceived as
the right thing to do by our stakeholders, and whether changing circumstances require us to modify
our plans.

Phase 5. Monitor and Control
Finally, Phase 5 requires us to monitor our approach and evaluate whether our business goals are
achieved and whether they adequately and appropriately address the ethical issues and obligations
we’ve identified. If not, we must consider what else can be done to ensure that our actions meet the
business objectives while meeting our ethical obligations to our stakeholders. By measuring impact,
we can more quickly decide whether an initiative is working or not.
As you can see, the DMF provides step-by-step guidance, enabling us to make business decisions,
advance innovative business models, and behave with integrity no matter how challenging or
ambiguous the circumstances.
Let’s pause here for some questions. Please know that if you are not comfortable sharing in this forum,
you can reach out to me directly after this session and we can set up time to talk.

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience to time to collect their thoughts and speak up. If there are no questions or
comments, proceed to the case studies.
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Slide 9: Case Study Exercises

Note to the facilitator
Bring up this section divider slide.
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Slide 10: Case Studies Intro

Talking points
Now we’re going to use case studies to put our DMF to work. Our goal is to use the DMF to navigate
situations that are new, lack clear guidance, and where it may be difficult to figure out the “right” path
forward. I expect that you will find these case studies relevant, given current industry trends. We may
only have time for one or two case studies. We want these discussions to be interactive and as
inclusive as possible. Please feel free to ask questions, share thoughts, and propose ideas along the
way.
Note that the case studies are purely fictitious examples for purposes of discussion. IFPMA does not
endorse any of the views or scenarios in these case studies. As we work through these case studies,
let’s remember that any decisions we make at our organization should and will be subject to
applicable local laws, regulations, and industry codes.

Note to the facilitator
This workshop can be customized to include 1-3 case studies, depending on the time you have
available and the audience’s needs. Please review the available options and select the case
studies of greatest relevance for your team. Bring up this slide and advise the attendees that the
first case study will explore telemedicine (or whichever case study you select).
Importantly, these case studies are general fictitious examples for the purpose of discussion
only. Local adaptation of the facts of each case study scenario might be needed to suit local
market conditions and to ensure adherence to local laws, regulations, and industry codes.
You may also wish to consider using a real situation that you are currently trying to remedy at
your company, as this may be the most impactful way to bring the DMF to life.
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Slide 11: Case Studies Summaries

Note to the facilitator
Bring up this overview slide and let the audience read the different case study scenarios that will
be covered. Note this slide is optional if only one or two case studies will be covered in the
session.
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Slide 12: Innovative Opportunities: Telemedicine

Note to the facilitator
Bring up this introductory case study slide.
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Slide 13: Telemedicine: Background

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 14: Telemedicine: Considerations

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 15: Telemedicine: Applying the Decision-Making
Framework cont’d

Note to the facilitator
Read the questions on this slide aloud. You may wish to focus on a subset of these questions,
depending on the audience’s needs and time available.

Talking points
Let’s apply our DMF to this situation.

1. Why: Identify and Evaluate
Let’s begin with Phase 1, Why: Identify and Evaluate. What are the issues here? Who wants to start?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. Depending on their responses, you
may want to supplement their responses with the following:

The following is a non-exhaustive list of questions to consider when using the DMF to support
decision-making:
What are the legitimate business needs and the business objectives we are trying to achieve?
Are we respecting patients and protecting their privacy rights?
Was the AI algorithm designed ethically, avoiding biases, and without creating any potential
discrimination?
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Was patient safety top of mind?
How would society perceive these initiatives?
Do these initiatives help to build trust with society?
Potential issues include:
Providing items of value to HCPs
Determining how to select HCPs who receive free items – could our selection criteria be
perceived as a reward or inducement?
Issues related to collecting patient data, such as HIPAA considerations, GDPR, and other data
protection rules
Whether company-created software interferes with the doctor/patient relationship
Whether company-created software could make incorrect diagnoses
Whether company-created software biases treatment toward company-created medicines
Perception risk – potential that patients may not trust medical decisions due to HCPs’
arrangement with the pharmaceutical industry
Whether competing stakeholder motivations could lead to moral blindness.
I think we have identified the key issues.
Let’s take a moment to identify the impact on stakeholders. Does anyone have any thoughts on who
the stakeholders are here and what the impact to them could be?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. Depending on their responses, you
may want to supplement their responses with the following:

Potential impact to stakeholders includes:
Patients who are treated using this new telemedicine approach and those patients who are less
digitally able or have limited digital access
HCPs who may change their clinical behavior/prescribing activity due to the arrangement
Hospitals, medical practices, and other HCP employers who need to determine how to
respond/operationalize this telemedicine model
Company shareholders who may financially benefit or suffer based on the outcome of this
approach.

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts, then proceed to a discussion of
Phase 2.
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2. Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility
Let’s move on to Phase 2, Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility. Who would the
accountable decision-maker be? Who would be the project owner? What functions/departments
would need to be involved, why, and what activities would they own?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. You may want to supplement their
responses with the following:

Remember, Phase 2 of the DMF is designed to drive efficient decision-making by clearly defining roles
and responsibilities and ensuring that we include cross-functional insights and manage crossfunctional interdependencies.
Of course, this phase, like every phase in the DMF, requires us to consider our Ethos in Action Guiding
Questions.

Care: What are our obligations related to patient health? What are our obligations to support
the integrity of the doctor / patient relationship?

Fairness: What measures are we using to hold ourselves and our partners accountable? How
does this impact our competition?

Respect: What are we doing to help ensure respect for privacy rights, given that new patient
data would be collected? Through what measures do we ensure and display our appreciation of
the value of diversity?

Honesty: How are we ensuring transparency throughout our activities and processes, both
internally and externally? How are we enabling both internal and external stakeholders to speak
up and raise potential ethical challenges?
As we think through our Ethos in Action Guiding questions, we will likely want to evaluate the need for
additional cross functional inputs and incorporate interdependencies into our planning.

3. What: Determine & Decide
Let’s now move to Phase 3: What: Determine & Decide. Some key questions here include:
What are the key ethical and risk management areas for consideration and related mitigation
actions?
If several options could be considered, what decision will best satisfy the rationale and purpose
identified, and reflect ethical decision-making?
Are there other external developments on the horizon that may impact the decision and should
be considered?
Finally, why does it matter that we get this right and what happens if we get it wrong?
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Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience to share their thoughts on how the organization’s values might influence the
business decision and customize the below talking points accordingly.

When deciding on options and solutions, it’s important to bear in mind the following:
Patient health may be impacted if our software produces incorrect diagnoses or treatment
recommendations.
Our company’s reputation can be harmed if we don’t protect patient safety and patient
information appropriately.
The reputation of our industry can be harmed if we are perceived as influencing treatment or
prescribing decisions.
“Getting it right” aligns with our values, industry standards, and our commitment to patients.
“Getting it right” may position us well to comply with upcoming regulations in this area.

4. How: Execute and Implement
Let’s now think a bit about Phase 4, How: Execute and Implement. A few questions to be considered
in Phase 4 are:
What are the existing laws and codes to be considered?
In light of applicable laws, codes, and industry guidelines, is the initiative permitted?
Is it appropriate to provide these benefits to individual HCPs?
Is the execution and implementation strategy sustainable?
As the project progresses and you hit potential roadblocks, consider what changes would need to be
made to make the approach viable (e.g., industry support, leadership support, digital solutions,
increased/different stakeholder engagement)?
Are there any opportunities to innovate, appropriately collaborate and partner, or advocate?
How can potential risks be managed?
List project activities and milestones, including detailed descriptions, timelines, and deliverables
Implement training and communications as needed
Explain total and detailed costs and payment terms based on deliverables.

5. Impact and Control: Monitor and Control
Finally, Phase 5: Monitor and Control.
Document all decision-making steps and details of the activity to maintain a record.
Ensure open and transparent communication, disclose potential issues to the appropriate
people.
Describe the key success factors and align measurements (Key Performance Indicators or “KPIs”)
with objectives and deliverables. We must make sure we assign ownership of the KPIs.
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Set up reporting and financial controls on costs and monitor the effects of decisions/project;
adjust actions to new information as necessary.
A few Ethos in Action Guiding Questions for consideration during the Monitor & Control phase
include:
•

Honesty: How are we ensuring transparency throughout our activities and processes, both
internally and externally?

•

Honesty: How are we learning from mistakes as well as best practices and communicating
these within the organization?

•

Fairness: How do we ensure that we treat our third parties, customers, and stakeholders
fairly?

Let’s pause here for some questions. If you are not comfortable sharing in this forum, please reach out
to me directly and we can set up time to talk.

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to collect their thoughts and speak up. If there are no questions or
comments, proceed to the next case study.
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Slide 16: Innovative Opportunities: Market Development

Talking points
Let’s move on to our second case study.
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Slide 17: Market Development: Background

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 18: Market Development: Considerations

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 19: Market Development: Applying the Decision-Making
Framework cont’d

Note to the facilitator
Read the questions on this slide aloud. You may wish to focus on a subset of these questions,
depending on the audience’s needs and time available.

Talking points
Let’s apply our DMF to this situation.

1. Why: Identify and Evaluate
Let’s begin with Phase 1, Why: Identify and Evaluate. What are the issues here? Who wants to start?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. Depending on their responses, you
may want to supplement their responses with the following:

Here are some questions to get us started:
What are the legitimate business needs and the business objectives we are trying to achieve?
Could these initiatives be or be perceived as pre-approval promotion/promotion to the public?
Are we respecting patients and their disease?
Is it ethical to make patients aware of a treatment option knowing that it might only be available
on the private market?
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Is it responsible to use social media to conduct disease awareness activities towards children and
adolescents?
What are the implications of using patient testimonials in brand campaigns? Does the answer
change if the patients are children?
How do we approach issues of affordability and patient access in these circumstances?
How would the society perceive these initiatives?
Additional questions may be:
Are there competing motivations for the stakeholders involved? How could these lead to moral
blindness?
How do we make sure that any scientific information presented on our new company product is
fair and balanced if there are no alternative treatment options?

2. Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility
Let’s move on to Phase 2, Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility. Who would the
accountable decision-maker be? Who would be the project owner? What functions/departments
would need to be involved, why, and what activities would they own?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. You may want to supplement their
responses with the following:

Remember, Phase 2 of the DMF is designed to drive efficient decision-making by clearly defining roles
and responsibilities and ensuring that we include cross-functional insights and manage crossfunctional interdependencies.

3. What: Determine & Decide
Let’s now move to Phase 3: What: Determine & Decide.
What are the key ethical and risk management areas for consideration and related mitigation
actions?
If several options could be considered, what decision will best satisfy the rationale and purpose
identified and reflect ethical decision-making?
Are there other external developments on the horizon that may impact the decision and should
be considered?
Finally, why does it matter that we get this right and what happens if we get it wrong?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience to share their thoughts on how the organization’s values and mission might
influence the business decision and customize your talking points accordingly.
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When deciding on options and solutions, let’s consider the following:
What if phase 4 trial results raise safety concerns?
What if our new therapy is not approved?

4. How: Execute and Implement
Let’s now think a bit about Phase 4, How: Execute and Implement. A few questions to be considered
in Phase 4 are:
What are the existing laws and codes to be considered?
In light of applicable laws, codes, and industry guidelines, is the initiative permitted?
Is the execution and implementation strategy sustainable?
As the project progresses and we hit potential roadblocks, consider what changes would need to be
made to make the approach viable (e.g. industry support, leadership support, digital solutions,
increased/different stakeholder engagement)?
Are there any opportunities to innovate, appropriately collaborate, or advocate?
How can potential risks be managed?
In this phase, we would list project activities and milestones, including detailed descriptions,
timelines, and deliverables.
We must remember to implement training and communications as needed.
We will need to be sure to explain total and detailed costs and payment terms based on
deliverables.

5. Impact and Control: Monitor and Control
Finally, Phase 5: Monitor and Control. In this phase, we…
Document all decision-making steps and details of the activity to maintain a record.
Ensure open and transparent communication; disclose potential issues to the appropriate
people.
Describe the key success factors and align measurements (Key Performance Indicators or “KPIs”)
with objectives and deliverables. We must make sure we assign ownership of the KPIs.
Set up reporting and financial controls on costs and monitor the effects of decisions/project;
adjust actions to new information as necessary.

A few Ethos in Action Guiding Questions for consideration during the Monitor & Control phase
include:

Honesty: How are we ensuring transparency throughout our activities and processes, both
internally and externally?

Honesty: How are we learning from mistakes as well as best practices and communicating
these within the organization?

Fairness: How do we ensure that we treat our third parties, customers, and stakeholders fairly?
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Slide 20: Hiring with Integrity: Industry Associations

Talking points
Let’s move on to our next case study.
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Slide 21: Industry Associations: Background

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 22: Industry Associations: Considerations

Note to the facilitator
Allow the attendees to read the information on this slide or ask someone to read the case study
aloud.
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Slide 23: Industry Associations: Applying the Decision-Making
Framework cont’d

Note to the facilitator
Read the questions on this slide aloud. You may wish to focus on a subset of these questions,
depending on the audience’s needs and time available.

Talking points
Let’s apply our DMF to this situation.

1. Why: Identify and Evaluate
Let’s begin with Phase 1, Why: Identify and Evaluate. What are the issues here? Who wants to start?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience time to think and share their thoughts. Depending on their responses, you
may want to supplement their responses with the following:

Here are some questions to get us started:
What are the legitimate business needs and the business objectives we are trying to achieve?
Do we have all the information we need to make a decision?
How might hiring the consultant recommended by the Regulatory and Science Committee
benefit the Association?
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How might hiring the consultant recommended by the Regulatory and Science Committee harm
the Association?
Are we being fair to the three top candidates?
How does the upcoming public Working Group meeting impact our hiring decision? Should it
have an impact?

2. Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility
Let’s move on to Phase 2, Who: Define Accountability and Responsibility. Remember, Phase 2 of the
DMF is designed to drive efficiency decision-making by clearly defining roles and responsibilities and
ensuring that we include cross-functional insights and incorporate cross-functional interdependencies
into our planning.
A few questions we may want to consider here are as follows:
How is transparency throughout the activities and processes being ensured, both internally and
externally? Who is accountable for managing this?
How are we enabling both internal and external stakeholders to speak up and raise potential
ethical challenges? What role does each person involved play in encouraging stakeholders to
speak up?
Through what measures throughout the hiring process do we ensure and display our
appreciation of the value of diversity? Who are the decision-makers?

3. What: Determine & Decide
Let’s now move to Phase 3: What: Determine & Decide.
What are the key ethical and risk management areas for consideration and related mitigation
actions?
If several options could be considered, what decision will best satisfy the rationale and purpose
identified and reflect ethical decision-making?
Are there other external developments on the horizon that may impact the decision and should
be considered?
Finally, why does it matter that we get this right and what happens if we get it wrong?

Note to the facilitator
Allow the audience to share their thoughts on how the organization’s values and mission might
influence the business decision and customize your talking points accordingly.

4. How: Execute and Implement
Let’s now think a bit about Phase 4, How: Execute and Implement. A few questions to be considered
in Phase 4 are:
What are the existing applicable laws, regulations, codes, and internal procedures to be
considered?
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How are we assessing the applicable laws, regulations, codes, and internal procedures to help
ensure compliance?
In light of applicable laws, regulations codes, and internal procedures, is it appropriate to move
forward?
How do we ensure that we move “as fast as we can, but as slow as we must?”

5. Impact and Control: Monitor and Control
Finally, Phase 5: Monitor and Control. In this phase, we…
Document all decision-making steps and details of the activity to maintain a record.
Ensure open and transparent communication; disclose potential issues to the appropriate
people.
Describe the key success factors and align measurements (Key Performance Indicators or “KPIs”)
with objectives and deliverables. We must make sure we assign ownership of the KPIs.

A few Ethos in Action Guiding Questions for consideration during the Monitor & Control phase
include:

Honesty: How are we ensuring transparency throughout our activities and processes, both
internally and externally?

Fairness: How do we ensure that we treat our third parties, customers, and stakeholders fairly?
Fairness: What are the legitimate needs for patients, healthcare providers, and society that we
intend to meet?
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Slide 24: Key Takeaways

Talking points
As you can see, the DMF helps us identify key business objectives, potential ethical issues, impacted
stakeholders, and solutions that effectively balance our business objectives and ethical obligations. It
advances business objectives while putting the IFPMA Ethos in Action to help us navigate gray areas
inherent to our business and complex operating environment.

Note to the facilitator
Consider whether you wish to ask a team member(s) to use the DMF on an existing project and
share their experience using it at a follow-up team meeting. You may wish to customize the
close of your presentation by adding a slide on the resources and channels for raising concerns
available at your organization. If you don’t include a slide on the resources and speak up
channels, you may speak to them.

Does anyone have any questions? Please reach out to me directly after this session if you prefer to
speak about anything we’ve discussed here, or any other matter, on a one-on-one basis.
Remember, we have many resources available, in addition to the DMF, that will help guide our
business decisions. (Customize this section to provide specific information about how employees can
find policy information and related resources at the company.)
It’s particularly important for you to know and understand how to raise concerns about any
inappropriate or unethical conduct at this organization. (Customize this section to provide specific
information about how employees can raise concerns at the company.)
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Slide 25: Thank you

Note to the facilitator
Bring up the presentation closing slide.

Talking points
Thank you so much for your attention today and for your commitment to making business decisions
with integrity.

